
To slash (verb)

• To slash something such as costs or jobs means to reduce them by a 
large amount.

• Car makers could be forced to slash prices after being accused of 
overcharging yesterday. 



To abseil (verb)

• To abseil down a cliff or rock face means to slide down it in a 
controlled way using a rope, with your feet against the cliff or rock. 

• The man and his son Mark had abseiled down the sheer cliffs.



Forge (noun)

• A forge is a place where someone makes metal goods and equipment 
by heating pieces of metal and then shaping them. 

• ...the blacksmith's forge.



Anvil (noun)

• An anvil is a heavy iron block on which hot metals are beaten into 
shape.



Streams (noun)

• A stream is a small narrow river. 

• There was a small stream at the end of the garden.



Global warming (noun)

• Global warming is the gradual rise in the earth's temperature caused 
by high levels of carbon dioxide and other gases in the atmosphere. 

• Winters in Britain are predicted to become wetter, not drier, with 
global warming.



Organic (adjective)

• Organic methods of farming and gardening use only natural animal 
and plant products to help the plants or animals grow and be healthy, 
rather than using chemicals. 

• Organic farming is expanding everywhere



Disposable (adjective)

• A disposable product is designed to be thrown away after it has been 
used. 

• He shaved himself with a disposable razor.



Incinerator (noun)

• An incinerator is a special large container for burning rubbish at a very 
high temperature. 



Nuclear power station (noun)

• a station or plant where nuclear energy is converted into heat, 
electricity, etc.
• Nuclear means relating to the nuclei of atoms, or to the energy released 

when these nuclei are split or combined.


